The article presents the results of the symbolic system analysis that was carried out as a part of 1920s and 1950s Tatar poetry case study. The study focuses on poetry by Kh. Taktash, M. Gafuri, Kh. Tufan, M. Dgalil, A. Fayzi, F. Karim and others. The analysis enabled us to identify national specific features of symbolization in Tatar verbal art. Although in the 1920s Tatar poetry began to function as one of the socialist culture branches, the connection with the past was not lost largely due to the stability of traditions in Tatar poetry, formed in the early 20 th century. There is a strong connection with those images, motifs and symbols that are rooted in folk or Islamic culture as well as the common Turkic mythology. The technique of symbolization is similar to the mechanism of intraliterary synthesism. At the same time, ideological symbols emerged due to the change of literaryaesthetic and socio-cultural landmarks. Even though Tatar literary symbols frequently perform the same function, their numerous authorial semantic variations appear in the course of text transformations. Moreover, using folklore images-symbols is perceived by Tatar poets as a way to "mitigate" sharp transitional phenomena, as well as preserve the content and formal artistic traditions of national poetry. References to folk art and use of images-symbols that are traditional for Tatar literature enable the poets not only to make ideological and mythological images more vivid with details, but also to overcome political schematism. Moreover, a conscious look at ideology can be traced in folklore images-symbols that act as "spokesmen" of the "anti-ideological" author's position. A critical look at everyday problems through the prism of the nation's destiny, morality and traditions of the people deepens the content, as shown by hidden political meanings in Tatar poetry of the 1920s and 1950s.
The study was carried out as part of a grant from the Russian Foundation for Basic Research and the Government of the Republic of Tatarstan (research project No. 18-412-160008) .
Tatar poetry of the 1920s and 1950s went down the history as a remarkable period in literature. It includes two stages: the 1920s and 1930s and then the poetry of the war and post-war years. These two stages, being a single entity in terms of their ideological and aesthetic features, develop as a continuation of each other. This division remains relevant for the system of symbols as well, since the changes that occurred at that time correlate with transformations in sociocultural and literary-aesthetic conditions as well as philosophical worldview. Under those circumstances a literary word, which is sensitive to changes in society, begins to look for new ways of illuminating the reality that lost its path of development together with its logical structure [Stetsenko, p. 106] . According to the literary critic, in this context the authors' searches in the 1920s and 1950s could be characterized as a "wreck" of the ideals of the 20th century.
M. Golubkov defines the parallel development of the two trends in the Russian literature of the 1920s and 1930s: on the one hand, the aesthetic views did not lose their relevance, on the other hand, there was an increase in the ideological content and its characteristic visual means [Golubkov, 1992, p. 5] . As a result, two trends, two "cultures" were formed within the framework of one literature: they came to represent the struggle between the old and the new [Golubkov, 2001, p. 49] . Under those circumstances the culture of the word "experienced a rapid and intense development, which came about when the modern traditions of the previous stage merged with the powerful energy of the period of social changes" [Balashova, p. 10] . Those changes were somewhat similar to the ones in Tatar literature, but occurred in a slightly different way.
The system of symbols in Tatar poetry of the 1920s and 1950s is characterized by the conventional images of ideological content and the continuation of classical traditions of the early 20th century, the emergence of socialist realism from the schematic framework and the return to classical traditions by means of referring to symbols of oral folk art. While evaluating the development of that system of symbols one can adhere to the theory of the "meeting of opposite processes" by Yu. Borev [Borev, p. 463] : in the system of symbols new, ideological, classical and aesthetic canons and techniques are combined with the nominative meaning and functions. S. Semenova connects classical, folklore traditions of Russian literature with the works of representatives of so-called "village poetry" [Semenova, p. 41] . In Russian literature "village poetry" and proletarian literature make up two separate domains, but in the Tatar environment they are interconnected. In the works of the same writer ideological and folklore symbols develop in parallel with classical traditions.
In the literature of that period several types of symbols were made active use of. That is, mythological symbols were employed in accordance with classical traditions of the early 20th century; the symbols of ideological content were formed; the symbols of oral folk art were revived to mark the renewal of the romantic poetry traditions, but these symbols now performed a completely new function -the "destruction of ideological ideas".
Symbolic and romantic works still referred to myths and mythological symbols were used extensively (Kh. Таktash "Кuktan sorelgannar" ("Banished from Paradise"), 1918, "Zhir ullari tragediyasi" ("Tragedy of the Earth Sons"), 1923; М. Jalil "Kabil ham Habil" ("Kabil and Habil"), 1923, "Yana tarikhy anbiya" ("The New History Prophet"), 1923; М. Gafuri "Kuk zhyrlary" ("Sky Songs"), 1923, etc.) . The content of these works is deep and implies different interpretations; the characters featured in these pieces are quite complex. They develop the philosophical traditions of literature of the beginning of the century. In such works folklore as well as mythological plots and images serve the purpose of evaluating a certain period of writers' lives, employing the method of internal literary synthesis used for symbolization.
In his article written in 1929, F. Burnash explains this phenomenon as influenced by the "Dardemend School". He believes that this feature can be found in the first works of A. Sagdi, Chenekai, K. Najmi, in addition to the works by Taktash [Burnash, p. 236] .
Kh. Taktash completed his "Кuktan sorelgannar" ("Banished from Paradise") in August 1918, but it was published only in 1923. In the story, which is borrowed from mythology, Gazrail, who always does Allah's bidding and kills people, receives an order to destroy a man and a fair girl, an angel. As soon as he sees the girl, Gazrail falls in love with her and refuses to fulfill Allah's order. In revenge, Allah turns the girl into a stone. Gazrail, convinced of Allah's wickedness, rebels against him; he rejects his evil intentions, makes fiery speeches, stops killing people, and starts telling humans the truth. The poet uses this symbolic context to emphasize ideas that resonate with that period: the images of Allah and Ghazrail symbolize spiritual renewal of man, the rebel uses the opportunities provided by the revolution to fight the past and the forces that try to destroy justice and eclipse the mind of man.
Kh. Taktash's poem "Tan kyzy" ("The Girl of the Dawn") (1921) was inspired by mythological traditions. Eastern mythological motifs symbolize the romantic love of the protagonist for the girl of the dawn. The symbol of flame, the image of a red flower are used figuratively to praise love: Peri girl! Why did you meet me, / Having red flowers in your hands, / You threw your flowers away and smiled / Why did you hide in the sunrise? [Taktash, p. 109] .
Continuing the romantic traditions of the early 20th century, the poet talks about his love for the Peri girl (a mythological creature). As known, a Peri in Persian and Iranian mythology is the symbol of "the guardian who was temporarily banished from paradise for protecting people from evil spirits" [Bertels, . The writers of the early 20th century actualize the image of the girl in terms of "beauty and sincerity" [Kolobaeva, 2000, p. 157] . Epithets and techniques, which were used in describing the Peri, create a two-sided image. First of all, it is regarded as divine love, secondly, as a feeling for a simple earth girl (Gol) (Flower). Similar to Russian symbolists, the lyrical hero creates the image of the girl that is an impossible ideal, a source of sacred love that is close to madness and that makes him get rid of his egoism. The poem falls in line with and further develops V. Soloviev's philosophy of love. Later the image of the Girl of the Dawn is used in the same semantic form in Kh. Taktash's poem "Urman kyzy" ("The Forest Girl") (1922) and M. Jalil's "Djil" ("Wind") (1937) .
Kh. Taktash's "Zhir ullari tragediyasi" ("The Tragedy of the Earth Sons") (1921) incarnates the concept of a new type of a rebellious personality and a fighter [Khabutdinova, p. 12] , which is more than just a mythological symbol. These devices symbolize a certain idea. "Symbolism deepens, improves. It is first found in the work "Zhir ullari". It then appears in newspapers and magazines; the talented poet Taktashev has a special place in our poetic world"-wrote G. Ibrahimov in 1924 [Ibragimov, p. 412] . One group of these abstract ideas shows that we need to obey dogmatism and fate, yet another group urges us to fight against them and raises the problem of personal freedom. It was for this phenomenon that G. Nigmati criticized Taktash: "Taktash is under the strong influence of old literature. We can see the influence of mysticism on his work… 'the canon of Djabrail' (Gabriel) becomes a separate symbolic image" -he wrote [Nigmati, p. 73] .
In the structure of the poem Idea-Gazazil (in Muslim mythology it means a fallen angel) is a symbol of the fight for freedom and happiness. Besides, being the model of a new life, this image represents beautiful and light palaces, flower meadows and winds of freedom. This is how the piece conveys revolutionary ideas and proves that revolution is the path that leads to freedom [Taktash, . These images can be interpreted in different ways. Literary experts claim that the poem "Zhir ullari tragediyasi" ("The Tragedy of the Earth Sons") was written under the influence of Byron's poem "Cain" [Khalit, p. 21] . Young poets see similarities between revolutionary and rebellious ideas, each writer feels like "a prophet-hero capable of changing the rules and life in general" [Zagidullina, p. 177] . In this light Adam and Eve are symbols of humanity, and the Caucasian mountain is a border between the good and the evil, cowardice and courage in the soul and life of every person. Idea-Gazazil is the symbol of mind and freedom, while Gazrail (Kanun) is the symbol of fear and slavery. The author uses them to convey his own belief: misfortunes of people are the result of their submission to various canons and cowardice, and the path to happiness begins with winning a victory over their own fear.
The tendency to use plots and images of folk art at the level of symbols can be observed in M. Jalil's libretto "Altynchech" ("The Golden-Haired Girl") (1940) based on a mythological story about Djik-mergen (a historical poem). In 1937 he was criticised by "puppets of ideology" for this. In his article "A Letter to the Editor. On the Tatar Opera Studio" published in "The Kyzyl Tatarstan" ("The Red Tatarstan"), F. Mosagit, a supporter of vulgar sociologism, calls the works of Jalil "the remnants of bourgeois views" [Mosagit, 1937] and criticises "Balykchy kyz" ("A Fisherwoman") and "Altynchech" ("The Golden-Haired Girl"). The character of Tugzak ana ("Altynchech" ("The Golden-Haired Girl")) is seen as a persistent hero with a strong spirit who withstands life tests and symbolizes the Tatar nation: You wanted to destroy my tribe, / Here I am, here are my sons. Nation never dies [Җəlil, p. 319] .
While Djik-mergen is its worthy continuation, Altynchech becomes the symbol of freedom. It is love for freedom and happiness. Altynchech is Djik's hope, liberty and joy. Consequently, it is the nation's liberty, hope and joy too. Jalil depicts his contemporaries' life in subjective content as he describes Tatar nation's fight for freedom and independence. Moreover, he enriches his work with the idea of his nation being as brave as Tugzak ana.
Furthermore, Tatar poetry reflected the hope for better future, worshiped the political situation in the country and the idea of creating a communist society. As F. Galimullin points out, literature in the late 1920s served political and ideological purposes [Galimullin, p. 44] . The situation was similar to what was happening to Russian literature: poetry became a platform for aesthetic embodiment of reality, reporting state myths to a wide range of readers [Gunter, p. 7] and expressing ideological slogans in poetic language [Gacheva, p.149] . After 1920s semantic-syntactic culture started developing more rapidly [Nigmatullina, p. 170] , therefore, symbols in ideological content increased in numbers.
Reality, shaped by revolution, was described in upbeat tones, hence publicism-agitation and satiriccomic poems. The symbols of dawn, sun and day acquired a revolutionary meaning. These tradition-al images were often used differently from their previous meanings. In the second half of the 1920s they were used in the works of literature in the urge to abandon the past after the social revolution, to create a different world, a new life, ascertain the policy of striving for communism. In the content like this the pathos of victory, pathetics, and romantic revolutionary spirit prevailed.
Researchers call the art of the 20th century the art of mythologization. "The fundamental culture in the 20th century is totally mythologized, the myth becomes the primary element of literary, philosophical, ideological and even political constructions" [Halizev, p. 8] . Ideological motifs that accompany the epoch come to the fore: aspirations for the bright future, sacrificing oneself in a sacred battle, the beauty of the native land and work. These motifs comprise a new group of mythological images -the symbols of ideological content like country, banner, fighter and enemy. In their strive to show their emotional attitudes towards the confrontation of the old way of life with the new socialist order, poets choose images that embody the essence of historical processes. As a result, at the birth of the poetic thought two colours are used to influence people's souls: red and black, present festive life and the past life of suffering, red heroes and fierce enemies, love for the new and hatred for the past.
Futuristic and imagistic experiences make ideological symbols more enriched. In 1910 О. А. Kling was studying the development of symbolism and post-symbolism trends and came to the following conclusion: "the past modernist experience and futurism, which has chosen to break its ties with symbolism, stem from symbolist traditions" [Kling, p. 40] . According to literary critics, futurism emerged as a continuation of the symbolism poetics [Sarukhanian, p. 29] , futurist poets continued to use symbolistic ideals in transformed forms [Gacheva, p. 14] . This phenomenon allows us to enrich the nominative function of symbols with new meanings.
When it comes to Tatar poetry, this trend is illustrated in the works of Kh. Tufan, K. Nadjmi and M. Jalil. A young poet Khasan Tufan deliberately uses theoretical works of Russian formalists and new trends based on changes in the poetic form (first of all, imagism and futurism), purposefully relying on literary novelties. He is considering the possibility of creating new imagery within new trends and sees these trends as a means of changing and improving national poetry. Tufan begins to enjoy the process of creating complex images: he makes associations by comparing certain phenomena and concepts with an emotional assessment. His imagery has such symbolic details as "night -a red cow", "fire coming out of the factory chimney -black blood flowing from the neck of a cow"; "Spring thoughts swell like wheat grains / grown / at the beginning of Kazan", "Our feelings are bleeding / due to the failure", "Mother is a village, father -a factory -the father of the son-in-law / West is a daughter-in-law, / the sonin-law is Asia". These images allow him to fulfil his desire to describe the new life in a new way.
In Tufan's poems written in the 1920s, one cannot fail to notice a constantly repeated opposition of the "past-present" and "old-new". Tufan considers this opposition to be a peculiar figurative way and a symbolic model. This juxtaposition lies at the heart of his poems "Arysh tavysh bira" ("Rye Gives Voice") (1926), "Dachada" (In the Country) (1926), "Konchygyshnyn yana balasy" ("A New Child of West") (1927), "Akkordlar" ("Chords") (1928) (1929) (1930) , "Ellar itegende" ("At the Bottom of Years") (1925), "Barabyz" ("We Are Going") (1925), "Tatarstanda" ("In Tatarstan") (1925) . In the latter work the "past-present" conflict is worded as "now-then" and can be found in the formations of separate parts, as well as the structure of the poem. Symbolic details like a swamp, a governorate and wintering become the signs of the past and describe the past like a source of unhappiness, while the present makes people happy. The symbolic images and descriptionwords like tractor, march help to get the meaning across. The poet describes the past like a field of blood left over from the Khans; like grief and curses in the autumn village; like a man slaving away on a field; like knives covered in blood; like sorrow, orphanhood and dark night. The present is the time when weddings are celebrated in the west and east of Tatarstan; it is the time of tractors in the village and a man working on the land that he is the owner of; it is the time of March greetings and laughter; Tatarstan is a father. These details are used to create the images of the past and the present. A farewell phrase, similar to a rhetorical appeal, associates farewells and partings with the past. In his poem "Barabyz" ("We Are Going") (1925) the contrast between the past and the present is the focus of attention. Such details as a horse, sorrow and silence help to create the picture of the past, while the present is depicted with such words as a tram, an engine, a banner, a propeller, a factory and a drum. The happiness of the lyrical hero is triggered by his decision to move on to-wards the bright future: history is silent and drear, while happiness is associated with the industrial development. The joy of the triumph of socialism, the enthusiasm of industrialization, the hatred for the old life, the deep faith in the victory of the novelty brought about by the revolution and the debate with the old literature -all these literary details serve one purpose, that is, to increase the sense of joy.
In the poem "Bodre Konner" ("Curly Days") (1926) Tufan describes good years after the revolution. Besides, spring becomes a symbol and image of a beautiful bright future -this is a modern connotation of the traditional meaning. The beauty of today is emphasized with the symbolic images of freedom and work, the sun is the road that leads to the sunny spring, which is really the path to the beautiful future. In the poem "Ellar itegende" ("At the Bottom of Years") (1925) the opposition of "past -present" is represented with a peculiar image. The past is a child's memory about the events before the revolution; the reason for the child's sorrow is the loss of its father. All these influence the fate of the country, the nation and its people. The poet expresses his thoughts using symbolic images. The wind of the past is perceived as a force that ruins the country, "disturbs peace", and, in general, becomes a mark of revolution: [Tufan, p. 34] . Within the framework of sociological aesthetics such image-details as winter, night are used to reveal the ugliness of the past life, whereas the dawn will mark the bright future, which the revolution will lead to. The present is recreated in the narrative on behalf of the old "me" and is embodied in such images and details as freedom, struggle, novelty and the road leading to the future. The poem manifests the idea that the new life will bring people happiness.
The image of the world, which is reflected in M. Jalil's works, is recreated using the same juxtaposition of the "past / present". In his poems "Utkan konnardan" ("From the Past Days") (1924), "Ati ulgach" ("After My Dad's Death") (1924), "Beznen avyl" ("Our Village") (1927) the new life is praised and the past is rejected. The symbolic images of a dried birch and an old plough symbolize loss and the end of the past, while the images of a young birch and a tractor become the symbols of the present and future. In such poems as "Sukachy ugly" ("The Son of a Ploughman") (1923), "Boz aga" ("Ice Movement") (1923), "Iske Seber zhyry" ("The Old Siberian Song") (1924) the author expresses his sympathy with the past and sees the present as a period of struggle. There is also the feeling of pride. The images like a hungry and sick "dad", worn down by work, "mom", "plough" and "black life" become the symbols of the past. As he speaks of the present, the poet uses the images-details of Lenin, an industrial plant and a wedding celebration.
The archetype theory, which is well-known in the world culture, influenced the mythologization of the images of travelers in lyrical works that praise the new life. Owing to the mythologization of the ideological content, myths about a ruler and a happy future became more actively used in the poetry in the late 1920s. According to Yu. Borev, "in the 20th century there was a desire for moral and political unity and the rise of a ruler, a genius" [Borev, p. 45] . The social system, represented by Z. Freud, meant to elevate the representatives of power and the rest were attributed to those unable to appreciate themselves, those who drifted, who were in a static state: the "ruler -elite -mass" model came to life. Thus, the national ideals of the early 20th century were replaced by the images of Lenin and Stalin that rose as symbols of greatness, justice and maturity, making up a socialist society. Those images became the objects of worship. M. Jalil's poems "V. I. Lenin" (1930), "Unaltynchy udar" (The Sixteenth Strike) (1930), S. Mannur's "Soykemle rasem" (" A Nice Picture") (1933) and others glorified the image of Lenin's struggle. Later works of M. Jalil feautre mythological images of Kirov and Stalin ("Stalinga" ("To Stalin") (1936), "Bez kul kutarabez" ("We Raise Hands") (1937), "Stalin turynda zhyr" ("A Song about Stalin") (1937), as well as others. In the poems by S. Mannur "Tabybyr Allam" ("Allah for Worship") (1937), "Khalyk uly" ("The Son of the People") (1938), the image of the ruler becomes an archetype.
In the poems "V. I. Lenin" (1930), "Unaltynchy udar" ("The Sixteenth Stroke") (1930), as well as in other works, the image of Lenin being the leader of the struggle is glorified, while mythologization uses the images of light, sun and fire. As a special modification of the archetype of a wise old man, Lenin is depicted as a ruler, showing people the way and leading them. Their banner is represented as the banner of Lenin. In S. Khakim's poems "Mavzoley yanynda" ("Near the Mausoleum") (1938), "Ike lachyn" ("Two Falcons") (1938), "Skulptor masterskoenda" ("In the Master Sculptor") (1938), "Zhide yashlek dustym" ("My Seven-Year-Old Friend") (1939), "Shagyr oenda" ("In the Poet's House") (1939), "Gomer yana bashlana" ("Life Begins Anew") (1939), "Volodya ant ita" ("Volodya Vows") (1940) and in his other pieces the archetype of Lenin as the image of the wise old man is a part of the ideological framework. When mythologizing, the poet uses the symbolic images of the wind, a high road, a falcon and hot fire in the poems "Mavzoley yanynda" ("Near the Mausoleum") (1938), "Ike lachyn" ("Two Falcons") (1938), "Volodya ant ita" ("Volodya Vows") (1940) to name but a few. Along with this, there was a tendency to mythologize the image of Stalin. In the poem "Ike lachyn" ("Two Falcons") (1938) the process of creating a new way of life is associated with the feeling of joy. Two falcons -Lenin and Stalin -are portrayed as personalities, contributing to the creation of this new life. This thought is often reinforced through the dialogue between the two rulers. The poem interprets the birth of the rulers as a message about the duration and future of the new life, about the happiness of the country.
A reference to oral folk art in poetic thinking led to the revitalization of folklore characters in Tatar poetry. Since the second half of the 1930s, qualitative changes took place in this domain. As regards poetry, pieces were now reflections of popular thinking, classical poetic traditions and lyricism. In our opinion, the continuous use of symbols in the 1930s was due to the strong traditions in Tatar literature. On the one hand, Tatar folklore poetry was interested in folk wisdom, philosophy, a particular way of thinking, on the other hand, it was attracted by the romantic imagery inherent in oral folk art, which laid the foundation of the "folklore style".
The use of images, motifs and symbols from popular poetic ideas led back to the oldest traditions of Tatar poetry. Those references to folklore made it possible to avoid ideological schematism: as can be clearly seen, Tatar poets find folk art with its artistic description of reality to be in close proximity to poetic novelty. Thus, Tatar poetry expanded its boundaries in terms of topics, enriched by graphic means. All this activated the images from folk songs, the images of natural beauty and songs together with colour symbolics. Traditional romantic images such as the morning wind, sunrise, wind, and stars evolved to the level of a poetic code, became key words, recreating the inner world of the lyrical heros, their experiences and desires. This is evident in the following lyrical and lyrical-epic works: M. Jalil's "Ozatu" ("The Seeing Off") (1934), "Sagynu" ("To Ponder") (1936), "Zhir zhilagem" ("My Strawberry") (1937), "Kushalmagach" ("If He Could Not Order") (1937), "Chishma Zhyry" ("A Spring Song") (1938), "Zhillar" ("Winds") (1938), A. Faizi's "Umyrzaya" ("A Snowdrop") (1933), "Almalarnyn yakty kyzyllygy" ("The Bright Red Colour of Apples") (1937), "Yashlek" ("The Youth") (1938), "Koyma zhyry" ("The Song of the Boat") (1938), "Kyr kazlary" ("Wild Geese") (1940), A. Erikai's "Tan zhillare keber kilermen da ..." ("I will come as the morning wind ...") (1935), "Chishma suy chelteri komesh syman ..." ("Spring water sounds like silver") (1936), "Salkyn chishma chelterap aga ..." ("A cold spring flows sounding….) (1937) ,"Zangar kulen sagyna-sagyna ..." ("Missing the blue lake…..") (1938), "Min Kitarmen akhry eraklarga ..." ("I seem to be going far……") (1938), Sh. Mannur's "Gayzhan Babay" ("Gayzhan Babay") (1935), S. Khakim's "Yuksynu" ("Missing") (1938), Kh. Tufan "Ak Kaen" ("A White Birch") (1933); "Louisa" ("Louise") (1929), "Ozatu" ("The Seeing Off") (1933) .
In Khasan Tufan's poem "Ozatu" ("The Seeing Off") (1933) this motif is reflected in the images of the guy who is going to the war, and the girl who is seeing him off. The furious and ferocious description of the horse lays the foundation of the motif; the image of a man ready to sacrifice his life for the sake of his homeland goes beyond the socialist way of life established in the country. The soil wrapped in a handkerchief and given to the guy is the symbol of the ardent love and trust of the Motherland in him, the desire to see him return alive and healthy -these details are the manifestations of the romantic spirit permeating the work.
This poetic change is evident in Musa Jalil's poem "Khat tashuchi" ("The Letter Deliveryman"). In this poem, the new life is glorified through the prism of the love story between the brigadier Fairuza, who grows crops, and Timerbulat, who delivers letters. The ideological trend and the storyline show the spiritual development of the individuals, who are building the new life, their patriotism, praising Soviet reality. Moreover, Tatar folk songs help to make their love story more vivid: "bue zifa tal kebek, / joze alsu tan kebek. / joz karachi chulpan kebek, / kuze tatly ball kebek", "yalkyn kuzle Fairouzakai kherkemga yakin ide" (Her body is like a slender willow / Her face is like a pink sunrise / She looks like Venus, / Her word is like sweet honey, Fireuzakai with her sparkling eyes is close to everyone, etc.).
In Khasan Tufan's "Ak kaen" ("A White Birch") (1933) , which describes the conversation of Khaibulla and a white birch, the images and a dialogue-discourse of a white birch come from folk songs. The motif of struggle in the poem is all about the tragedy of the Civil War, the content is revealed through a rhetorical question and rhetorical appeal: the cause of lyrical hero's mourning is Khaibulla's suicide by hanging himself on a white birch; the image of a white birch renews the traditions of Tatar folk songs and represents sadness, sorrow and grief; the moment when the birch sheds its green leaves enhances the sensual perception of this work.
Folk mythological images of the country and its fate were frequently referred to. As a result, many poems convey the concept of a "country". This novelty can be seen in the poetry of Musa Jalil. The lyrical hero's longing for his native land is described by the phrase "tugan yagim, yakty oem" ("my native land, my bright home"), this longing is expressed through popular mythological images of a swallow, a goldfish and a nimble horse. Flowers, fresh winds, plants covered with morning dew, the planet Venus, a weeping birchthese traditional images-details portray the country, fighting for a new life, a great country "where the Tatars live". Musa Jalil's poem-librettos "Ana" (Mother) (1938), "Altynchech" ("The Golden-Haired Girl") (1940) feature the country that represents the image of the Motherland. Such details as the red mark, the forest, the foliage and the pink flowers seem like an echo of folk tunes. This is clearly evident in the way the image of his native country is depicted. M. Jalil brings a new idea to Tatar poetry: the native country is our Motherland. N. Isanbat's poem "Tugan il" ("The Native Land"), in K. Nadzhmi's "Tugan yortybyz" ("Our Native House"), in G. Kutuy's "Talantlar Vatany" (The Homeland of Talents"), and in A. Alish's "Tugan ilga" ("To the Native Land") convey the same idea. The image of the Mother is mythologized in a series of M. Jalil's poems "Moabit defterleri" ("The Moabit Workbooks"). Here a new chain of symbols can be found: One's home country -its nature -one's native land -the mother. In his lyrical works "Shagyr" ("The Poet") (1942), "Yullar" ("Roads") (1943), "Yash ana" ("A Young Mother") (1943) the image of the mother corresponds to the image of the native country and the mankind.
In M. Jalil's poems the motif of heroism is often revealed through folk symbols. Just like all folk tales, the ballad "Ana baireme" ("Mother's Holiday") (1943) tells the story about three sons: two elder sons are killed in the hunt, and the third son returns home as a winner with his "diamond sword". The images of the pigeon and the wind, bringing the news, opening the eyes of the blind mother all serve one purpose, that is, to glorify the struggle for their country. In the ballad "Sandugach ham Chishma" ("The Nightingale and the Spring") (1942) allegorical imagery is used to promote the idea of sacrifices for the sake of the country in the war for its liberation; the beauty of nature serves to enhance the ugliness of death. In the ballad "Kyzyl romashka" ("The Red Chamomile") (1942) the chamomile personifies outstanding heroism, devotion to one's country and heroic firmness.
This change of quality is associated with the motif of struggle, expressed with the help of two images: a valiant young man-wrestler -a Tatar young man. The described images, whose origins and roots go deep into folklore, take the poetry of the 1920s beyond the normative framework of social realism. In M. Jalil's poem "Batyr eget turynda zhyr" ("The Song about a Brave Guy") (1936), in Kh. Tufan's "Ak kaen" ("A White Birch") (1933), in F. Karim's "Yashen Yaktysy" ("The Light of Lightning") (1932) the image of a bold young man is enriched with mythological tones using such details as a grey horse, a sharp sword and a sparkle of lightning; he becomes a brave soldier from Tatar folk fairy tales.
The image of the archetypal hero-fighter from M. Jalil's works demonstrates his qualities of a lionheart who protects his homeland, of a loyal soldier and a hero-poet. The lyrical hero from the poem "Shagyr" ("A Poet") (1942) acts as a superman, who defeats the hurricane with his creative work. In the poems "Bula kaichak" ("Sometimes It Happens") (1943), "Zhyrlarym" ("My Songs") (1943) we see the hero as a brave warrior, who fights for the independence of his country, engaging other people into the battle with his songs and giving his life, work and death for the independence of his state.
In Tatar wartime poetry folklore images are used for several purposes: to depict the lyrical hero's feelings in all their manifestations, to convey philosophical thoughts and the author's positions through symbolic and allegorical images and, finally, to convey the feeling of love and longing for the Motherland to its readers. In F. Karim's poem "Bezde yazdyr" ("It's Spring There") (1942) the concepts of "war and peace" are contrasted by two different worlds: the land occupied by fascists and the peaceful areas of the motherland. In general, the juxtaposition of war and beauty is F. Karim's most favorite and frequently used device. Written in the form of a monologue, this poem features the image of spring, which is the symbol of hope, renewal and bright future. Through this image, F. Karim expresses his general opinion and philosophy: fascism destroys not only humanity but also the beauty and the very foundation of nature. In the poem "Sibali da sibali" (It Keeps Pouring) (1942) the image of autumn rain symbolizes the feelings of the suffering lyrical hero, who lost his best friend and comrade. The author's impersonations, his tragic pathos, the use of repetitions, figurative metaphors and epithets -all these reinforce our artistic perception of the lyrical hero's feelings and make the tragic motif more acute.
At the same time, by drawing on folklore and its images [Khalit, p. 139 ] the poets tried to avoid ideological emphasis. From the second half of the 1930s, they began to more deeply reflect on the changes in the world and society; their changing attitudes towards ideology led to the enrichment of national poetry with new techniques. The public opinion developed based on symbolic images, the focus was shifted to the description of the protagonist's inner world. According to L. A. Kolobaeva, this phenomenon is called "a tendency of predicting and evaluating the social development" [Kolobaeva, 1991, p. 216] . As a rule, in these conditions Aesopian language and the device of hidden content are used particularly often. Regardless of strict political rules the symbols of folklore are still used to express the authors' negative attitudes to the ideology and manifest their assessments of the socio-political development.
The changes in the poets' worldview in relation to the original ideology began to manifest themselves in the content of their works. The civic content of poetry aggravated their critical attitude to the Soviet system and to the representatives of power, deepened their understanding of current problems, the fate of their nation, morality and traditions of their people. Their assessments of political issues appeared in the works, related to the historical epoch and social situation, which was most often done through hidden content, allegories, Aesopian language and symbolization.
This phenomenon can be explained from a sociological point of view. According to L.
A. Kolobaeva, symbols primarily appear as a forecast for the future of society, the world and the nation, these symbols are amplified, especially in the era of changes in literature, in socio-philosophical and political ideas, under spiritual and political pressure [Kolobaeva, 1991, p. 216] because at these times the principles of a secret language and hidden content get activated. Tatar poetry of the 1930s is a good example of it, as it demonstrates the functions of symbols in the poetry of that period: the writers enrich their works with political content, focusing on the ideology of the subjective content, and the assessment of the new order of things. This new approach affected the change in the conception of the personality. The new content described the new status of the lyrical hero, striving to understand the place and the role of his people in this world.
Kh. Taktash is considered to be the first to reflect this change in his works. In his poems "Ertyk Burek" ("The Torn Hat") (1927), "Bolay gadi zhyr gyna ..." ("Just a Simple Song…") (1928), "Ak chechekler" ("White Flowers") (1929), "Ay kebek bez ozak yashamibez" ("We Do Not Live as Long as the Moon") (1928) the lyrical heroes start thinking about the falsity of certain ideological statements. Such symbolic images as wind and frost are used in Taktash's works.
In A. Fayzi's poems "Umyrzaya" ("The Snowdrop") (1933), "Yashlek" ("Youth") (1938), "Kuz" ("Autumn") (1939), "Yafrak khem chiklavek" ("A Leaf and a Nut") (1939), F. Karim's "Ellar uta, eragaya bara" ("Years Are Running By, Flying Away") (1940), "Kyr kazy" ("A Wild Goose") (1941), "Kozge yangyrly ton…" ("One Autumn Rainy Night") (1939) the focus is on the details of the symbolic image that has a double meaning; they evaluate people, their spiritual beauty and their place in society according to the benefits they bring to the nation. Their lyrical heroes talk about the mistakes, made in the process of creating a new way of life, while metaphors, symbols and epithets are used to assess and evaluate the political course.
In Kh. Tufan's poems "Suzsez gena" ("Without Words") (1937), "A yoldyzlar dashmi" ("The Stars Are Silent") (1937) the lyrical hero claims that politics and ideology are false. The poem "Yoldyzlar dashmi" ("The Stars Are Silent") (1937) is remarkable for its opposition "spiritual freedom -ideological eclipse"; here the lyrical hero discusses making mistakes in the new life, the epithet "in kaderle ere irlarne domge soyragan" ("the most necessary men are drawn into the darkness") describes the mainstream of political life. The fragment "vaemsyz zhilnen kerep, daverne, kibannarne tuzdyru" ("the careless wind destroyed the era, and the stacks") is the reason for worrying. The author gets his opinion across through the image of the careless wind, personifying Soviet ideology; intellectuals can be discerned behind the image of a stacked ceiling; the chaff symbolizes a flatterer, a person that has no opinion of their own. The lyrical hero suffers from not being able to change reality and appeals to the stars in search of solace, but their silence promises no hope. In this poem the lyrical hero is perceived as a fighter who disagrees with existing rules and attempts to change them.
The poem "Agyla da bolyt agyla" ("The Cloud Drifts On") (1951) portrays the lyrical hero who is forced to leave his homeland and is indifferent to the environment where society and people fail to notice the changes that have led to the emergence of a personality cult. The cloud represents the fate and the life of the lyrical hero, which are transformed into the symbols of freedom and bondage. The repetition of the rhetorical question "What shall I say to my relatives?" and the word combination "agyla da agyla" (flows and flows) increase the level of anxiety; even the intonation changes and the ironic assessment of the protagonist's lifeline is focused on the same goal.
The poem "Ilda nilar bar ikan?" ("What Is There in the Country?") (1944) describes the suffering of a person separated from his family, the person in isolation, who worries about the fate of the country that has rejected him. The image of the lyrical hero serves to share the author's opinion about the events with readers. The lyrical hero is lonely and uncertain, his dreams are ruined, thus the author dwells on the idea of the tragedy experienced by the country and the people: Ilda nilar bar ikan: / Yullar zangar kar mikan? / Havadagy alsu shaula / Pozhar mikan, tan mikan? / Ilda nilar bar mikan? (What is there in the country: / Perhaps the roads of blue snow? / Pink shadows in the sky / Could it be fire or dawn? / What is there in the country?) [Tufan, p. 233] . The images of blue snow, fire and dawn, used in the first stanza of the poem, are repeated and become symbolic: blue snow and dawn signify the lyrical hero's hope for a brighter future, whereas the fire symbolizes the bloody events in the country. In several poems, including "Avyrgan minutlarda" ("At the Moments of Illness") (1942) and "Kayat" ("Hayat") (1942) the author points out the inhumanity of the new ideology and uses Aesopian language to describe the socio-political situation.
Thus, the analysis of the system of symbols in Tatar poetry of the 1920s and 1950s allows us to gain better understanding of numerous processes that occur in verbal art. This demonstrates that as Tatar literature evolved, it followed its own national path, different from that of other literatures. The use of oral folk art in verbal art, the use of traditional images of Tatar literature to personify ideological and mythological images made it possible to get round political restrictions. As a result of literary interactions with folklore, Tatar poetry became enriched with personal emotionality and national spirit. At the same time, the activation of hidden content deepened the subjective layer in poetry, allowing writers to turn to existing traditions.
With time these motifs and techniques from verbal art and images of oral folk art in poetic reasoning lost their genetic authenticity and acquired sociological and sociopolitical content. At the same time, the fact that they were used meant that literary traditions were carried on, developed and made more complex, while classical foundations and values of verbal art were preserved. Thus, in terms of the literary development, a platform was being prepared for the third "explosion", which would occur in the 1960s, and for literary criticism, which would emerge; those changes in the deeper layers of verbal art were the testimony to literary renewal. Мəкалəдə 1920-1950 еллар татар шигъриятендəге символлар системасы тикшерелə. Һ. Такташ, М. Гафури, Х. Туфан, М. Җəлил, К. Нəҗми, Ш. Маннур, С. Хəким, Ə.Фəйзи, Ф. Кəрим һ.б.ларның əдəби əсəрлəре гыйльми эзлəнүлəрнең объекты булып тора. Тикшеренүлəр символлаштыру процессының түбəндəге үзенчəлеклəрен аерып чыгарырга мөмкинлек бирде. Беренчедəн, əдəби барышта үзгəрешлəр башланса да, поэтик яктан шигъри сүз үткəн дəверлəр белəн бəйлəнешен дəвам итə. Мифологик сюжет һəм мифологик образлар символ статусында кулланылып, автор яшəгəн чорны бəялəүгə юнəлтелə, шуңа бəйле төстə символлаштыру барышында эчке əдəби синтез алымы кулланыла. Икенчедəн, сүз сəнгатенə карашның үзгəреше, аны иҗтимагый фикернең бер канаты итеп күтəрү идеологик эчтəлекле символларның əдəби мəйданга чыгуына китерə. Еш кына моңа кадəр традицион мəгънəдə калыплашкан, милли шигърият өчен «үз» булып əверелгəн символлар да өр-яңа идеологик эчтəлек белəн байый. Өченчедəн, халык авыз иҗатыннан килгəн образларны, символларны файдалану татар шигъриятенең борынгыдан килгəн традициялəрен тергезүгə китерə. Фольклор катламына мөрəҗəгать идеологик схематизмны атлап чыгарга мөмкинлек бирə: татар шагыйрьлəре поэтик яңарышны, чынбарлыкны сəнгатьчə тасвирлауда якынлыкны шунда таба. Дүртенчедəн, халык авыз иҗатын файдалану, фольклордан үсеп чыккан символлар, читлəтеп əйтүнең һəм идеологик басымнан качуның бер чарасы кебек аңланылып, алар ярдəмендə җəмгыятькə җитлеккəн караш сизелə башлый. Совет системасына, хакимият вəкиллəренə тəнкыйди караш, яңа тормышның көнүзəк проблемаларын яшəеш, миллəт язмышы, халык əхлагы һəм традициялəре нокталарыннан күздəн кичерү 1920-1950 еллар поэзиясенең гражданлык эчтəлеген тирəнəйтə. Күренə ки, сүз сəнгатенең символик сурəтлəр катламындагы үзгəрешлəр, бер яктан, яңа иҗтимагый һəм мəдəни шартларда поэтик эзлəнүлəр белəн билгелəнсə, икенче яктан, элгəрге һəм ХХ йөз башы казанышларын дəвам итү, халык авыз иҗатыннан үстерелə килгəн символларга мөрəҗəгать аша классик традициялəргə кайту белəн характерлана. Инкыйлаб китергəн яңа чынбарлыкны күтəренке хислəр ярдəмендə җырлау шигърияттə публицистик-агитация, сатирик-комик шигырьлəрне алга чыгара, таң, кояш, көн символлары инкыйлабый эчтəлек ала. Бу традицион образлар еш кына үзлəренең калыплашкан мəгънəлəреннəн ераклашкан вазифада да кулланыла. Егерменче елларның икенче яртысыннан сүз сəнгате аларны социалистик инкыйлабтан соң тулаем искелектəн баш тарту, үзгə дөнья, яңа тормыш кору, коммунизмга омтылу сəясəтен җиткерүдə киң файдалана башлый. Аларның эчтəлегендə инкыйлаб тудырган җиңү пафосы, патетика, романтик рух өстенлек итə.
Галимнəр ХХ гасыр сəнгатен мифлаштыру сəнгате дип тə атыйлар. «Фундаменталь мəдəният ХХ гасырда тоталь мифлаштырыла, миф əдəби, фəлсəфи, идеологик, хəтта сəяси корылмаларның беренчел элементына əйлəнə» [Хализев, с. 8] . Чор əдəбиятын иңлəп барган идеологик мотивлар пəйда була: якты килəчəккə бару, изге көрəш юлында корбан булу, көрəш, туган илнең матурлыгы һəм хезмəт. Əлеге мотивлар ил, байрак (əлəм), көрəшче, дошман кебек бер төркем яңа идеологик эчтəлекле мифологик образ-символларны мəйданга чыгара. Шагыйрьлəр тарихи барышның асылын гəүдəлəндерə торган образларны сайлыйлар, алар аша иске тормыш белəн көннəн-көн ныгып килгəн социалистик тəртиплəр арасындагы каршылыкка эмоцио-наль мөнəсəбəтлəрен белдерəлəр. Шушы фонда халык күңеленə тəэсир итəрлек шигъри фикерне тудыруга ике төс, ике тон катнаша; кызыл һəм кара, бəйрəм һəм үткəндəге михнəтле тормыш, кызыл каһарманнар һəм ерткыч дошманнар, яңага мəхəббəт һəм үткəнгə нəфрəт.
Идеологик символлар сан ягыннан футуристик һəм имажинистик тəҗрибəлəр исəбенə дə байый. О.А. Клинг, 1910 елларда Россиядə символизм һəм постсимволизм агым-нарының үсеш-үзгəрешен өйрəнеп, шундый нəтиҗəгə килə: «үткəндəге модернистик тəҗрибəлəр, шул исəптəн символизм белəн бəйлəнешлəрен дə кискен өзү юлын сайлаган футуризм асылда символистик традициялəрдəн үсеп китə» [Клинг, с. 40] . Əдəбият галимнəре фикеренчə, футуризм символизм поэтикасының дəвамы булып мəйданга чыга [Саруханян, с 29] , футурист шагыйрьлəр иҗатында, трансформа-циялəнгəн хəлдə булса да, символистик идеаллар дəвам итə [Гачева, с. 14], бу күренеш исə символларның номинатив кырын яңа мəгънə бөтенлеклəре белəн баету мөмкинлеген бирə.
Бу фикерлəр татар шигъриятендə Х. Туфан, К. Нəҗми, М. Җəлил əсəрлəре мисалында дəлиллəнə. Мəсəлəн, яшь шагыйрь Х. Туфан рус формалистларының нəзари хезмəтлəрен дə, форма үзгəрешенə нигезлəнгəн яңа агымнарны да (барыннан да элек имажинизм һəм футуризм) аңлы рəвештə, поэтик яңарышка йөз тотып, максатчан кулланып карый. Ул татар шигъриятендə яңа образлылык тудыру мөмкин-леген нəкъ менə яңа агымнарга нисбəтле табып, аларны милли шигъриятне үзгəртү, камил-лəштерү юлы итеп карый башлый. Туфан катлаулы сурəтле образлылык тудыру белəн мавыгып китə: билгеле күренешне эмоциональ бəя бирерлек төшенчə белəн янəшə кую аша ассоциациялəр тудыра. Нəтиҗəдə «төн -кара сыер», «завод торбасыннан чыккан ялкын -сыер муеныннан аккан кара кан» кебек символик детальлəр белəн чуарланган образлылык барлыкка килə; «Бодай күк бүрткəн язгы уй / Шытылды / Казанның башында», «Безнең хислəр каный / Кимчелекне җиңмəү үченнəн», «Əнкəй -авыл, əткəй -завод -кода, / Гареб -килен, / Кияү -Азия» кебек сурəтлəр ярдəмендə яңа тормышны үзенчəлекле чагылдыру омтылышы ясый.
Х. Туфанның 1920 елларда иҗат ителгəн шигырьлəрендə кабатлана барган «үткəн -бүгенге», «иске -яңа» кебек оппозицион вариантлар хасил була. Х. Туфан əлеге каршылыкны җиткерүнең дə үзгə образлы юлларын һəм символик моделен тəкъдим итеп карый. «Арыш тавыш бирə» (1926), «Дачада» (1926), «Көнчыгышның яңа баласы» (1927), «Аккордлар» (1928-1930), «Еллар итəгендə» (1925), «Барабыз» (1925), «Татарстанда» (1925) һ.б. шигырь-поэмаларының үзəгендə шушы каршылык ята. Мəсəлəн, соңгы əсəрдə «үткəн -бүгенге» каршылыгы «элек һəм хəзер» кебек формалашып, аерым бүлеклəр формасында поэма структурасында ук урын ала. Саз, губерна, кышлак кебек символик детальлəр үткəннең билгесенə əйлəнə, үткəн -бəхетсезлек чыганагы, бүгенге -кешене бəхетле итə дигəн фикер алга чыга, трактор, марш кебек бүгенгене тергезгəн символик образ, сүз-сурəтлəр шушы мəгънəне төрле яклап көчəйтүгə хезмəт итə. Үткəн -ханнардан калган кан кыры; көзге авылда кайгы йоту, нəлəт əйтү, үксү; җир кешесе -кол; канлы пычаклар; кайгы; ятимлек; караңгы төн. Бүген -Татарстанның көнчыгыш белəн көнбатыш туен уздыруы; авылны тракторлар тартуы; җир кешесе -хуҗа; күрешү маршы; көлү; Татарстан -əти; көн кебек детальлəр үткəннең һəм бүгенгенең катлы-катлы образын тудыруда катнаша. Риторик эндəш төсендə аерып куелган хушлашу гыйбарəсе, саубуллашу белəн бергə, үткəннəн бөтенлəйгə аерылу мəгънəсенə дə ишарə ясый. «Барабыз» (1925) шигырендə дə үткəн-бүгенге каршылыгы үзəккə куелып, үткəн -ат, кайгы, тынлык кебек образ-детальлəр аша тергезелə, бүгенге берничə образ-деталь ярдəмендə сурəтлəнə: трамвай, паровоз, байрак, пропеллер, завод, барабан. Лирик геройның шатлыгы якты килəчəккə баруга бəйле: үткəн тарих сагышлы, тын; бəхет исə индустриаль үсешкə бəйлəнгəн. Социализм тантанасы куанычы, индустриализация дəрте, иске тормышка нəфрəт, революцион яңаның җиңүенə тирəн ышаныч, иске əдəбият белəн бəхəс-полемика кебек күренеш-детальлəр шушы шатлык хисен көчəйтү чарасына əверелə.
«Бөдрə көннəр» (1926) М. Җəлил шигырьлəрендə батырлык мотивы да еш кына фольклор символлары ярдəмендə белдерелə. Мəсəлəн, «Ана бəйрəме» (1943) балладасында əкияттəгечə өч ул, аларның икесе яуда башын салу, «алмаз кылычлы» өченче улның җиңеп кайтуы, хəбəр китерүче җил һəм күгəрчен, кайгыдан сукырайган ананың күзлəре ачылу кебек мотивлар ил өчен көрəшне данлауга хезмəт итə. «Сандугач һəм чишмə» (1942) балладасында аллегорик образлылык шулай ук ил азатлыгы хакына корбан булу фикерен калкыта, табигать матурлыгы үлемнең ямьсезлеген көчəйтүгə хезмəт итə. «Кызыл ромашка» (1942) балладасында батырлык иң югары кыйммəт дəрəҗəсенə куелып, илгə тугрылык, батырларча ныклык ромашка образы аркылы җиткерелə.
Бу сыйфат үзгəреше көрəш мотивына нисбəтле көрəшче-батыр, егет-татар егете схемасында да чагылыш таба. Халык авыз иҗатыннан үстерелə килгəн алымнар ярдəмендə сурəтлəнгəн əлеге образ 1920 еллар шигъриятенең көрəшче мифологик образын соцреализмның норматив кысаларыннан алып чыга. Мəсəлəн, М. Җəлинең «Батыр егет турында җыр» (1936), Х. Туфанның «Ак каен» (1933), Ф. Кəримнең «Яшен яктысы» (1932) шигырьлəрендə кулланылган акбүз ат, үткен кылыч, яшен чаткысы детальлəре ярдəмендə батыр егет образы милли-мифологик төсмерлəр белəн баетыла, татар əкиятлəреннəн күчкəн кыю көрəшчегə əверелə.
М. Җəлил əсəрлəренең үзəгендə торган архетипик герой-көрəшче образы да үзгə сыйфатларда күренə: илне яклап көрəшкəн батыр, тугры сугышчы; шагыйрь-герой. Мəсəлəн, «Шагыйрь» (1942) шигырендə ул иҗаты белəн давылны җиңүгə өлеш керткəн гадəттəн тыш кеше рəвешен ала. «Була кайчак» (1943), «Җырларым» (1943) кебек шигырьлəрдə ил бəйсезлеге хакына корал тотып көрəшкəн, җырлары белəн меңнəрне көрəшкə күтəргəн каһарман, гомерен, иҗатын һəм үлемен ил азатлыгы өчен дип белдергəн əйдаман төсендə пəйда була.
Сугыш чоры татар шигъриятендə фольклор образлары лирик герой хислəренең сынлы рəсемен тудыру максатыннан да, фəлсəфи фикерлəрне һəм автор позициясен җиткерүче символик яки аллегорик образлар статусында да, туган җирне сагыну һəм ярату тойгысының гəүдəлəнеше булып та кулланыла. Мəсəлəн, Ф. Кəримнең тынычлык / сугыш оппозициясенə корылган «Бездə яздыр» (1942) шигырендə шагыйрь ике дөньяны -фашистлар кулындагы һəм илнең тыныч җирлəрен каршы куеп сурəтли. Сугыш һəм матурлыкның антиномия-се, гомумəн, Ф. Кəрим яратып кулланган алымнарның берсе булып тора. Хат-монолог формасында иҗат ителгəн шигырьдə яз образы өмет, яңару, якты килəчəк символына əверелə. Шигырь тукымасында үз-үзе белəн каршылык-ка кергəн яз образы аша Ф.Кəрим гомумилəш-терелгəн фикерен, фəлсəфəсен җиткерə: фашизм кешелекне генə түгел, табигатьнең матурлыгын, асылын да юкка чыгара. «Сибəли дə сибəли» (1942) шигырендə исə көзге яңгыр образы якын иптəшен югалту хəсрəтеннəн газапланучы лирик герой кичерешлəрен ассызыклый. Көзгеле композициягə корылган əсəр тукымасында сибəли дə сибəли рефренының кабатлануы, сынландыру алымы, трагик пафос, кабатлау композицион алымы, үзенчəлекле метафора-эпитетлар -барысы да сугышчы-лирик геройның хис-кичереш дəрəҗəсен көчəйтү, фаҗигалелек мотивын тирəнəйтү чарасына əверелə.
Шул ук вакытта халык авыз иҗатына мөрəҗəгать, символик фикерлəүнең чишмə башында торган фольклор образларыннан [Халит, б. 139 ] үсеп чыккан символлар читлə-теп əйтүлəрнең, идеологик басымнан качуның бер чарасы кебек аңланыла башлый. 1930 елларның икенче яртысыннан шагыйрьлəрнең дөнья барышын, җəмгыять үсешен тирəнрəк аңлый баруы, идеологиягə мөнəсəбəте үзгəрүе милли шигъриятнең яңа төсмерлəр белəн баюына этəрə: символик образлар аркылы җəмгыятькə җитлеккəн караш сизелə башлый, лирик геройның эчке дөньясын тасвирлауга игътибар арта. Л.А. Колобаева фикеренə таянып, без əлеге күренешне «иҗтимагый барышны алдан күрү һəм бəяли алу тенденциясе» [Колобаева, 1991, с. 216 ] дип атыйбыз. Мондый шартларда, кагыйдə буларак, эзоп теле, яшерен эчтəлек алымы активлаша. Фольклор символлары, катгый сəяси кагыйдəлəргə генə буйсынмыйча, авторларның алып барылган идеологиягə каршы фикерлəрен, иҗтимагый-сəяси барышка объектив бəясен җиткерə башлый.
Аерым шагыйрьлəрнең дөньяга карашында, үзе нык инанган идеологиягə мөнəсəбəтендə хасил булган үзгəрешлəр нəтиҗəсе əсəрлəренең эчтəлегендə дə күзəтелə башлый. Совет системасына, хакимият вəкиллəренə тəнкыйди караш, яңа тормышның көнүзəк проблема-ларын яшəеш, миллəт язмышы, халык əхлагы һəм традициялəре нокталарыннан күздəн кичерү поэзиянең гражданлык эчтəлеген тирəнəйтə. Тарихи чор, иҗтимагый вазгыять белəн бəйле əсəрлəрдə сəяси барышка бəя пəйда була, əмма болар ешрак яшерен эчтəлек, киная, эзоп теле, символлаштыру ярдəмендə мəйданга чыга.
Бу күренеш социологик ноктадан да аңлатыла ала. Л.А. Колобаева фикеренчə, символ, иң беренче чиратта, җəмгыять, дөнья һəм миллəтнең торышына, килəчəгенə прогноз буларак чыгыш ясый, мондый төр символлар аеруча əдəбиятның, иҗтимагый-фəлсəфи, сəяси фикернең борылышы чорында, рухи һəм сəяси баскынчылык вакытында көчəялəр [Колобаева, 1991, с. 216] , чөнки бу вакытта яшерен тел, табу -тыю принциплары эшли башлый. Əлеге фикерлəр 1930 еллар татар шигърияте мисалында бигрəк тə дəлилле яңгырый, чор поэзиясендə символларның функциясен, кулланылыш мөмкинлеклəрен ачып бирə: əдиплəр аерым берлəрен сəяси эчтəлек белəн баета, субъектив эчтəлектə яшəп килүче идеологиягə, яңа тəртиплəргə бəя бирүгə юнəлтə. Əлеге яңарыш шəхес концепция-сендəге алмашынуга да йогынты ясый. Мондый эчтəлектəге шигъри əсəрлəрдə лирик геройның
